Graphene/graphene oxide hybrid membranes were successfully prepared by vacuum filtration and ion treatment of membranes. The structure and functional groups of membrane were characterized by SEM and FT-IR. The results show that the mixed membrane layer is more obvious and facilitates the screening of ions than untreated. A sodium ion measurement platform was set up, and a sodium ion concentration meter was used to measure the sodium ion concentration of the solution that permeated for 5 hours. The results show that the mixed membrane has a good rejection effect on sodium ion, and the rejection efficiency is about 84.08%. It will provide a basis for the future development of mixed membranes in the field of seawater desalination 1 .
INTRODUCTION
Membrane separation technology is recognized as one of the most important scientific methods to solve the global water shortage problem. The mechanical strength, manufacturing cost and screening quality of the membrane are the key factors that restrict the development of membrane technology. Graphene is one of the most important materials in membrane separation.
Graphene has been prepared by the Andreheim team of the University of Manchester in 2004 by a simple mechanical stripping method. Graphene has been well applied in many fields such as lithium-based batteries, proton conductors, and biosensors [1, 2] . Graphene has shown good application prospects in many fields such as lithium-based batteries, proton conductors, and biosensors. In recent years, researchers have used graphene and its oxides to prepare nanofiltration membranes, and successfully achieved good screening of organic molecules, ions and gas molecules. At present, graphene-based membranes can be classified into three typical forms: Single-layer porous graphene oxide membranes, multi-layer pure graphene oxide membranes and multi-layer composite graphene base membranes [3] . Wang B et al. used plasma technology to successfully prepare pores on single-layer on oxide membranes and to achieve directional screening of ions, molecules, and the like. However this graphene oxide membrane has poor mechanical properties, and the graphene oxide membrane is usually prepared by CVD and plasma processing is expensive, and is not suitable for mass production due to the high cost of preparation methods [4] P. Carbone et al. Applied the Hunmmers method to preparing graphene oxide and prepared a graphene oxide membrane by vacuum filtration. Since the oxygen-containing functional group of graphene oxide has hydrophilicity, water molecules form a low-friction channel between the graphene oxide layers, and macromolecules and ions are repelled, so good screening performance is achieved. However, this layer of graphene oxide membrane and layer are uncontrollable. [5] To solve this problem, Shi G et al. treated the graphene oxide membrane by ion, and reduced the graphene oxide by ion partial reduction to the graphene oxide layer. Thus the precise control of graphene oxide layer spacing can be achieved within a certain range. [2] However, the permeation efficiency of this type is low, and the randomness error of the reduction of the graphene oxide membrane is large, not suitable for actual production. A third type has thus emerged: a multilayer composite graphene oxide membrane. Composite membranes are composed of graphene oxide layers and layers mixed with other nanomaterials. and the nanomaterial acts as a support between the graphene oxide layers. The graphene oxide layer spacing is controlled by varying the size of the inserted nanomaterial. Generally used as nano materials are nano silver, carbon tubes, etc. [6] This paper is based on a third composite graphene oxide membrane. The graphene oxide membrane was prepared by mixing graphene oxide with graphene and treated with potassium ion. The SEM, FT-IR, and sodium ion filtration performance of the membrane are then provided to provide a basis for the preparation of the graphene nanofiltration membrane.
EXPERIENCEMENTS AND EQUIPMENT

Preparation of Go/Gr Composite Membrane
Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared by the modified Hummer method, and GO and GR suspension liquids with mass ratio of 3:1, 1 mg/ml were arranged with graphene (Shanghai Liwusheng Co., Ltd.), and ultrasonically assisted dispersion. 20 ml of the suspension was taken, and the mixed membrane was suction-filtered on a 0.22 nm smooth paper substrate by vacuum filtration to prepare three parallel membranes. As Fig 1. The prepared membrane was treated with 0.25 mole potassium chloride solution per liter. 
Laboratory Apparatus
The functional groups of the mixed membrane were characterized: functional group characterization was carried out by VERTEX70 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FT-IR) from Bruker, Germany. Morphological characterization of the mixed membrane: Zeiss scanning electron microscope (SEM), Germany; sodium solution in the permeation tank Ion concentration characterization: The sodium ion concentration in the solution after permeation was characterized by DWS51 sodium ion concentration meter of Hangzhou Qiwei Instrument Co., Ltd.
CHARACTERIZATION AND DISCUSSION
Mixed Membrane Functional Group Characterization
As is shown in the Fig 2 the blue curve is the FT-IR characterization of graphene oxide, and the red curve is the infrared characterization curve of the composite membrane with mass ratio of 3:1. Comparing the two curves in the figure 2, the composite membrane still contains more oxygen-containing groups. The peak with a peak of 1725.87 cm -1 is generally carbon-based C=0; the peak with a peak of 1250 cm -1 is generally C=O=C bond). The amount of oxygen-containing functional groups in the composite membrane directly affects the hydrophilicity of the membrane. The higher the hydrophilicity of the mixed membrane, the easier the water molecules form a low-friction channel with the graphene oxide sheet. 
Mixed Membrane Morphology
It can be seen from the Fig 3 that the graphene oxide and the graphene are uniformly dispersed in the mixed membrane, and the bright layer is layered graphene and the graphene oxide layer in the dark. The channel portion in the figure is a water molecule channel through which water molecules penetrate, and sodium ions are hindered. 
Mixed Membrane Ion Permeation Experiment
The ion-treated mixed membrane is sandwiched between the permeation cells to ensure that the solution at both ends is always perpendicular to the mixed membrane. A mixed solution of a filtered sodium chloride and potassium chloride mass ratio of 1:1 at a concentration of 0.25 mol /L and a 0.25 mol/L potassium chloride solution were added to both sides of the permeate cell, and magnetic stirring was carried out for 3 hours. As figure 4 shows.
After stirring for three hours, the concentration of sodium ion in the solution was 1.99 pN a, and the sodium ion concentration in the solution was 1.99 ×10 −2 mol/L. That is, the sodium ion rejection effect is 
A: Sodium ion concentration after permeation. B: Initial concentration of sodium ion. The rejection effect of the mixed membrane on sodium ions reached 84.08%. That is, 84.08% of sodium ions cannot penetrate into the other permeation cell through the mixed membrane, and the filtration effect is good. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the nanofiltration membrane prepared by mixing graphene oxide with graphene is studied. The test results show that the mixed membrane retains the excellent hydrophilicity of pure graphene oxide. The ionized mixed membrane effectively solves the problem of swelling of pure graphene oxide in water and enhances the mechanical properties of the membrane. The uniformly dispersed graphene serves as a layer spacing support in the mixed membrane. Sodium ion permeation experiments show that the nanofiltration membrane can effectively block sodium ions. It will certainly provide a theoretical basis for the development and research of future marine water resources.
